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The papers in this special issue were conceived as a response to the problem of transferring knowledge and experiences from informal to formal learning contexts. It is easy to see why a solution to this problem would be desirable. There is a widespread consensus in policy that an effective formal education system is a key factor in achieving economic success. At a personal level, the formal education system is seen enables those who successfully complete their studies to achieve a better life for themselves, as documented by the OECD (2011-2015), and for higher education, by the British Department for Business Innovation and Skills (2013). A report published by the European Union on the macroeconomic benefits of vocational education concludes that “economic success depends on the availability of skills developed... both in general and vocational education.” (CEDEFOP, 2015, p.1), while for low income countries it has been confirmed that for low income countries “the widely held belief that investing in education and skills promotes economic growth ... is correct overall” (Hawkes and Ugur, 2012, p.5).

But, despite the dramatic and continuing growth of the education system, there are many areas of learning which lie beyond its reach. Many of the capabilities which lead to success in a career are not learned during schooling or higher education, but rather in informal activities in the home, in social interaction, in interaction with media and in the course of work (see Dufura, Parcel, and Troutman (2013) for an argument that variation in home environment has a greater influence on academic success than variation in schooling, and De Grip (2015) for a recent review of the importance of informal learning at the workplace). It is an attractive proposal to suggest that these informal activities could be harnessed to strengthen the education system, and that some of the methods of formal education would be applied to increase the effectiveness of informal learning. Agencies and policymaker institutions, such as the European Union have supported initiatives with these goals. The European Commission Council Recommendation of 20th December 2012 declared:

The validation of learning outcomes, namely knowledge, skills and competences acquired through non-formal and informal learning can play an important role in enhancing employability and mobility, as well as increasing motivation for lifelong learning, particularly in the case of the socio-economically disadvantaged or the low-qualified” (The Council of the European Union, 2012, p.1). Similarly some teachers were keen to introduce informal learning into the activities they carried out with learners.

Unfortunately, the results of this work confirm the judgement of Werquin, formerly Senior Economist of the OECD, that recognition of non-formal and informal learning is high on many countries’ agenda. These systems, despite being rather convincing in theory, seem to have trouble taking off and reaching cruising speed. On the positive side, there is room for recognition systems and there are islands of good practice. On the negative side, there is little evidence that these systems work, and they seem to be mostly based on faith (Werquin, 2008, p.7).

It seems that the transfer of knowledge and experiences between formal and informal contexts, is an enticing proposition which has proved much more challenging to realise than had been expected, and we believe that a great deal of good work has been done to achieve this transfer. From a personal perspective, both the editors of this present issue were involved in the TRAILER project (García-Peñalvo et al., 2013), funded by the European Commission, which proposed an infrastructure for gathering evidence of informal learning and
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Following a line of argument which we have put forward elsewhere (García-Peñalvo, Griffiths et al., 2014), separate domains, and that a clear line can be demarcated between them, in both theory and practice. Colomo-Palacios & Lytras, 2012).

Formal and informal contexts is a great deal wider and deeper than had been assumed (García-Peñalvo, Conde, 2014). We therefore believe that an explanation which focuses on the shortcomings of efforts to resolve the problem is not convincing. Rather we are led to conclude that the gap to be bridged between formal and informal contexts is a great deal wider and deeper than had been assumed (García-Peñalvo, Colomo-Palacios & Lytras, 2012).

Firstly, the criteria for 'formality' are not self-evident. The word itself is used in a number of ways which are related to education, but are not concerned with distinguishing between the structures of educational activities. Formal language for example, is related to modes of expression and presentation which would be perfectly admissible in informal learning interactions. The term formal is also associated with knowledge. The Encyclopedia of Decision Making and Decision Support Technologies (Adam & Humphreys, 2015) reveals the contradiction by providing two definitions of formal knowledge:

1. Information made explicit and associated with a semantic meaning...
2. Knowledge and information created and shared by formal institutions and their representatives...

This can lead to confusion, particularly in cases of structured knowledge which the curricula established by educational institutions may classify as trivial, for example the classification of Hip Hop by Piskor (2014). Nor are educational methods exempt from doubt about their formality. Socrates' dialogues were a formal educational method as regards their use of logic, but informal in that they were unplanned, and could take place anywhere. Medieval education also had many of formal aspects that Socratic dialogue lacked, with the main activity being the study of set texts, in specified locations and with much ceremony. But these activities did not have the clearly articulated pedagogy of the Socratic dialogue, nor the objectives and assessments which we would now think of as characterising formal education. To resolve this uncertainty we propose that formality in education be seen not a function of the materials studied, nor of the pedagogic methods adopted, but rather as indicating the degree to which the learning process is managed by an educational institution or authority. This proposal may not be universally accepted in full, but it seems uncontroversial that the use of the instruments of educational management (curricula, assessments, qualifications, etc.) is, at least, an important indicator of the formality of learning.

However, even if the above proposal is accepted, a second problem of demarcation arises, which is more intractable than that of confused definitions, as we now discuss. As Wiener pointed out many years ago, in the social sciences in general "the observer is able to exert a considerable influence on the phenomena that come to his attention" (Wiener, 1948 p. 162). However, not only do educational researchers investigating the relationship of informal and formal learning 'exert a considerable influence' on the object of their study, it can be argued that they transform the object of their study through their own activities. In order to bring informal learning achievements into the domain of formal education, formal methods must be applied, which have the effect of formalising the informal learning which they set out to study. Similarly, informal learning activities carried out by an individual at their own initiative offer a different experience to the learner when compared with the same activities when adopted by a teacher as part of a course. The activities or tools which are adopted may well improve the course (Conde et al., 2014), but this will not of itself change the formal nature of the course.

From this perspective outlined above, it may be seen that the task undertaken by this special issue (investigating the transfer of knowledge and experiences from informal to formal learning contexts) is reflexive, and, consequently extremely complex. This complexity does not mean, however, that it is a hopeless undertaking; rather it explains why the problem has been resistant to solution. Despite the difficulties we can hope for insight into, among other things:

- Ways that formal education can renew itself from contact with informal education
- Methods which enable formal education to extend its reach to aspects of learner activity which are currently beyond its reach, and studies
- Methods for enhancing the environment and processes of informal learning, without seeking to formalise them.

The papers in this special address these points in the following ways.

Firstly, three papers focus primarily on bringing informal practices to formal education. Fonseca, Valls, Redondo and Villagrassa examine how a course in architecture and urban design was enriched with feedback in an informal environment from end users, with a positive impact on student's skills. Sánchez-Prieto,
Olmos-Miguelanéz and García-Peñalvo analyse the relationship between teachers’ intentions and the expanding use of mobile technology in informal learning. González et al. describe a successful intervention which uses gaming methods from informal contexts, as an alternative to traditional pedagogic interventions which address obesity.

Secondly, two papers which use technology to analyse learners activities, and so extend the reach of formal learning methods to cover areas which are presently ignored and/or handled informally. Hung, Chang and Lin propose that learning performance in problem solving tasks is related to the preferred learning styles of learners, a factor which pedagogy normally leaves to chance or intuition, and propose a data mining technique to manage the relationship. Similarly, Belcadhi proposes that technology can be used to provide personalised feedback to learners in a way which is often not available in formal education.

Thirdly, three papers reveal patterns of interaction that can enhance informal learning. Pata, Santos and Burchert analyse professional discussion forums to identify a set of interrelated patterns that are used for socially verifying and maturing rules and guidelines, solving problems, introducing new practices and triggering learning. They discuss how these could be used to enhance the quality of informal learning in the workplace. Aramo-Immonen et al. also analyse the data generated by social media, in this case Twitter. They show how the Ostinato Model, which they introduce in this paper, can use this data to construct an informal learning environment around a conference. Galanis et al. offer a framework which provides mechanisms for personalised recommendations for informal learning opportunities, by analysing peer interaction and peer assessment rather than relying on the judgment of experts.
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